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If you decide to continue, the knoll
on the left just beyond the gate will
give a much more comprehensive
overview of the hillside. If not just
retrace your steps back to the fishing
lakes.
For the best view of the filming
location go through the field gate (it
can be muddy here) or climb the
stile and follow the path of the
dotted line below (no waymarks) up
onto the viewing knoll about half
way to the foot of the cliffs.

Duncrun fishing
lakes

Guide One
Dothraki Capture Site
2.4 miles (1.2 each way)
460 ft climb
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This is the shortest and most accessible
of the Game Of Thrones walks from the
fishing lakes. It goes directly to the
open mountainside beneath the
Binevenagh cliffs. The route is muddy
in places and the hillside is exposed.
Stout footwear and a waterproof
jacket should be worn.

After 400m you will come to an old
quarry on your left and the main Nature
Reserve access point on your right.
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building. Follow the lane with the field
on your left until you come to a
S
waymark on a concrete gate
post and
Cliffs
turn left here towards the mountain.
After 100m you enter the forest on a
roughish track. S

ath

This area is part of the Binevenagh
National Nature Reserve and while it is
open to the public, it is primarily
The mixed forest on your left contains a
managed for flora and fauna. Part of
number of small rocky hills and
Route
one
this management involves grazing the
outcrops which younger explorers may
fields which make up
the reserve Site
by a
Capture
wish to investigate! Cliffs
small herd of cattle, sometimes
2.3
miles
including a bull. Signs at the entrance
After 250m you come to a T junction points instruct “Caution
460Livestock
ft climb
the waymark here points left for this
Take care and keep your distance” and
route and right for route 2 - so turn left
m
also ban dogs from the250
area.
Please
and follow the forest track 250m to the
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heed these instructions. If you are
next junction and waymark where you
uncomfortable with cattle - or wish to
turn right. You are now climbing up
eliminate any risk - you may opt to
towards the hillside.
view the hillside from the entry area
On this section you will see rough
only. The decision is yours.
tracks made by mountain bikes /
scramblers in the surrounding forest Directions
be aware!
The walk starts from the fisherman’s
lodge and you will find the first of the
dragon waymarks on the corner of the
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Walk up to the gate to gain a view of
the Binevenagh cliffs which in GOT
Drogon soared over, where Daenerys
was captured by the Dothraki horde on
horseback and where Daario and Jorah
later come searching for her.

From here you will have a good view
over a flattish shallow valley which
runs parallel to the cliff line above.
This was where the Dothraki horde
on horseback encircled and captured
Daenerys in season 5 and also where
Daario and Jorah tracked her to the
dropped ring in season 6.

As mentioned before there may be
cattle in the field ahead, or they may
be on another field in a different part
of the reserve.
Caution

The actual shooting sequences are
very complex with completely
different parts of the area being
used to create the illusions required.
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The area you are now in, which is
relatively flat and smooth, seems to
have been chosen to facilitate the large
horse based scenes.

The silhouettes below show the
position of Daenerys when the
Dothraki horsemen appear and she
drops her ring.

It is interesting to match film stills to
the real site, but it is not always easy
for a number of reasons. Most manmade landscape features are either
omitted from the shots, removed by
special effects or indeed (as in the case
of the fence which runs up the
mountain here) physically dismantled
and replaced after filming! Also CGI
landscape elements are added to the
background of some shots. Finally the
use of elevated camera positions and
the foreshortening effect of a zoom
lens make distances hard to judge.

The full horde then appears and
proceeds to encircle her. As the
camera pulls back for the wide shot
with a hillside full of circling
horsemen a computer generated
backdrop of receding rocky mountain
tops is superimposed beyond the
actual Binevenagh cliffs.

Pinnacle” will take you to this
spectacular area.
White topped
Stone

Silhouettes have been superimposed on
the photograph below to show Daario
and Jorah riding from the south towards
your viewing point with a distinctive cliff
and a low knoll behind.
The next photograph, now looking
north, shows them again with a
distinctive round white topped stone.

Also, as you will see below, whole fake
CGI landscape elements are merged
with the live action. The same stone is
visible.

Season 6 - The Red
Woman
Daario and Jorah come searching for
Daenerys on horseback. The footage
makes it appear they are trekking
along the foot of the cliffs, talking as
they go. However several of the wide
shots are actually filmed almost a
mile away at the north end of the
nature reserve where there are
impressive rock pillars, complex
gullies and the ground is considerably
rougher and steeper (not suitable for
circling hordes)! Route 2 - “The

Season 5 - Mother's
Mercy
From the knoll indicated you are
standing close to where Daenerys is
seen foraging for food after failing to
persuade the injured Drogon to fly her
home. The cliffs and ground here are
easily recognisable from the footage.

The Return
When you’ve finished exploring the
filming location and enjoying the great
views over Magilligan, Lough Foyle and
the Donegal hills, just retrace your
steps back to the fishing lakes.
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